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Recruiters To The Rescue: Keep Everyone From
Being Burned In A White-Hot Talent Market
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Unemployment continues to decline while business continues to
expand. Demand outstrips supply in almost every niche of the talent
market. For everyone involved, it’s tempting to do whatever it takes,
without considering consequences. This is the second in a threepart series on the importance of talent market
etiquette, especially when the market is on fire. Check out my last
post for advice to candidates. Now let’s look at the recruiter’s role.
As liaison between employers and candidates, recruiters are constantly juggling competing
priorities. Working with candidates who have multiple offers can make it seem like going
from juggling rubber balls to juggling machetes. But recruiters also are uniquely positioned
to protect the interests of both sides — including protecting employers and candidates from
themselves.

In this situation, knowledge is power. Recruiters often are under the pressure of ABC —
always be closing — but if you push Candy Candidate through even though she’s not a
good fit, she may not stay more than a couple of months. Then you and your client are right
back where you started. To balance the ABCs, recruiters need to dig in, from the beginning,
to be clear on the Who, What, When, Where and Why.
Who is your client/hiring manager? What are their goals and challenges, and how will this
new hire help in addressing those? Perhaps more challenging is understanding who the
candidate is. As a recruiter, you have to back up every hire, and your reputation is on the
line. For example, if Peter Prospect has a history of leaving every time he gets frustrated
with his boss, is Peter really the person you want to place with your client?
What are Peter’s career goals? Is this new role the right path to that goal? What is Candy
looking for in her next job, her next employer? What kind of culture does she thrive in?
When will Peter Prospect be available to start? It’s a huge waste of time to go down the
path only to find out, at the eleventh hour, that Peter won’t be available until he gets his
commissions in three months. On the client side, how quickly will they make a decision? If
they have a longer interview process, advise them to shorten it, educating them on market
demands. Delays can cause interest to wane, especially if candidates have multiple offers.
Where is the job located? Is the commute realistic? If Peter Prospect says he is happy to
relocate to another state for a position, dig in and understand why. Make sure he isn’t just
saying that because he is caught up in the excitement of a new offer. At Decision Toolbox
we recently supported a client who was hiring nurses to work over the phone from their
home office. That’s a big change from going to work every day in a clinical setting. Is it
really the best fit?
Why is Candy looking? This can be the most important question to ask and the most
difficult to answer. If money is her first or only reason, that should be a red flag for the
recruiter: you need to dig deeper. If she answers that her current job isn’t challenging, keep
digging. The new position needs to offer more than just something different — it needs to
offer exactly what Candy is missing in her present position.
When asking these questions, listen for what’s NOT being said. The better you understand
what the open position offers and how well it meets a candidate’s needs, the more value
you can provide to both sides. Reducing doubts will make closing the offer much easier.
Next up, I’ll dig into what employers need to do to survive the heat of battle in that war for
talent.
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